
Into Thin Air



A young daughter’s mysterious disappearance sends her determined parents off on a rescue 
mission into the shadowy world of illegal organ transplants

When their daughter goes missing, a camping vacation turns living nightmare for Frank 
Hoffman, a flinty and impulsive garage mechanic, and his wife Rosie. With six year old Kate 
nowhere to be found, the distraught couple is dealt another blow when police investigators 
identify similarities to other cases involving an elusive serial abductor. As Frank then struggles 
with his guilt, Rosie must overcome her own feelings of recrimination - after all, it  was Frank’s 
rash decision that precipitated events leading to the abduction.

With time dragging on and precious few developments Frank decides to follow the lead of an 
anonymous caller - ignoring Rosie’s pleas to let the police handle it.  His amateur detective work 
has tragic consequences, creating tensions with the official investigators and stretching his 
relationship  with Rosie to the breaking point. Still, driven by  desperation and intuition, Frank 
refuses to give up - convinced that, despite mounting evidence, the police are on the wrong track. 
The right path, he believes, is related to events that happened before Kate disappeared. 

Following an accident at their campground, Kate spent the night in a local hospital. Now, certain 
events related to the hospital stay don’t feel right to Frank.  Looking further, he soon believes he 
sees signs of a chilling conspiracy.  Could it be that certain officials at the hospital are members 
of an underground network trading in human organs? Similar horrific crimes have already  been 
documented in other countries - but in North America? 

The police dismiss the sinister theory  for lack of evidence. For Rosie it’s too terrifying to even 
contemplate. But with time and options running out, Frank is finally able to enlist her help. 
Racing against the clock they then throw themselves into the pursuit, quickly connecting the dots 
between two ruthless factions - a covert medical group and a mysterious wealthy family seeking 
an organ donor for their terminally ill son, at any cost.

While Rosie then methodically unravels the medical trail leading to the intended organ recipient, 
Frank chases after the elusive abductors on a wild pursuit laced with dramatic twists and 
disheartening dead ends. Finally, Rosie’s research turns up a key  discovery but, as minutes tick 
down, it’s Frank who must now locate the surgeon who is about to put little Kate under the knife. 
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